Attention all single or divorced men: There is now a system that will help you learn the
proper techniques to Attract Women and never be without a date again!

“Proven Method Shows Men How to
Attract Women While Not Worrying
About Looks, Age, or Income and Never
Be Without a Date Again!”
Dating Coach Reveals How You Can Attract Someone
of the Opposite Sex By Simply Being Yourself without
Using Pickup Lines or Having a Fear of Rejection!
Dear Single or Divorced Men:
It’s another Saturday night and you are all alone. You don’t have a date again.
You called all your friends, but they claim to have dates. Not a pleasant situation
to be in.
The problem, according to a study, is that seven out of every ten men are
rejected when they approach a woman to ask her out.
You may not think about it or worry, or at least you may not appear to, but in
some ways you are concerned.
You may not realize this, but there are certain facts about women and dating
that could have an effect on your approach and prospect for dating. In fact there
are myths surrounding women and dating. These myths are:
1. Women are very concerned about looks of men and judge
accordingly.
This is a myth, for according to studies, women do not judge by looks.
They are more emotional when making decisions. Therefore, looks or
age are not that important to women. If you want to reach a woman,
appeal to her emotions.
2. Women will laugh and reject any man who comes near

them.
Because of this myth, men are afraid to approach a woman. They get
rejected a couple of times and think all women will reject them. This is
farther from the truth. In reality, women love for men to come up to
them and talk. It shows the man has an interest in the woman.
3. Women just want to be friends only.
If this was the case, no one would date. Men have gotten the wrong
message regarding women and how they feel about men, especially
on the first date. Men want to hide their true feelings and intensions
because they figure women just want to be friends. It is only after
they become friends with the girl, they will reveal their true feelings.
In reality, once the woman meets the man, and they start talking, the
woman already considers the man a friend.
For many years men have been kept in the dark regarding the opposite sex and
how to approach them.
And it is because of the same repetitive movements, you guys are still in the
same fix you were before.
The only problem is:

You Guys Don’t Want to Do Anything About It…
You just go about your daily lives not worrying about whether you will meet
someone for real or not. You don’t stop to realize there are secrets to meeting
women that if you knew them, you’d be walking with your date next to you,
instead of being alone.
Well all that is about to change, for you will learn a secret method to attracting
females that 99.9% of the men population do not know.
But before I venture off and tell you my trade secrets, let me tell you a bit about
myself.
My name is Bruce Kim. At the age of 21 while I was in college and after having
failure after failure with women, I finally came up with the life-changing decision
to find out what it took to attract and interact with women.

Therefore, for the next 5 years, I did everything it took to become better at the
area of picking up, attracting, and dating women:
 I approached 2000 women in bars, clubs, streets, college campuses,
beaches, bookstores, malls, movie theatres, streets, restaurants,
parking lot, etc.
 Interviewed the best of the best pickup gurus out there PERSONALLY.
 Took seminars & workshops by well known pickup gurus such as:
o Mystery (he has his own VH1 “The Pickup Artist” show)
o Tyler Durden (from realsocialdynamics.com)
o Craig Clemens (associate from doubleyourdating.com)
After I had some success with the pickup methods, I began to notice that longterm success was my problem. In fact, the Gurus I met were having the same
problem.
I began to have more & more doubts about the pickup community’s fantasy of
being a pickup artist…it was just unrealistic and nobody I met was good as they
claimed to be…
So I gave up on the pickup community and moved on with my life…
I finished college, got a job, made some new friends, and I started noticing
something interesting. Women were starting to COME TO ME!
Women started talking to me, even giving me their phone number. I began to
wonder why.
After having had date after date, and having had relationships with women, I
began to put the pieces together and soon discovered it was not based on any
pickup line, but was based on my CONFIDENCE level.

I had developed genuine confidence that came from
the inside…
I gathered everything I knew and experienced, and created a step-by-step, as
well as structured system, with the idea that if every man followed it, they would
start having much more success attracting women NATURALLY, simply by
unlocking their true “alpha” within them, than by using pickup lines or any advice
given by so-called gurus, because this method I developed was based on one’s
own true self.

Now I have supreme confidence with women that 99% of my friends do not
have whenever we go out and meet women.
I’m always the guy who is confident to go out and approach girls, ask for their
phone number, make them laugh, and end up dating them.
I don’t get laid like a rock star but my confidence with women has sky-rocketed
and meeting, approaching, and dating women is more fun, more successful, and
enjoyable than EVER before.
It was because of this new found confidence I was able to attract members of
the opposite sex. Since my newly created discovery worked for me, I figured it
would work for other men; as such I am making it available to all single and
divorced men everywhere.
What is this newly created discovery?
It is called “Alpha Within”
My “Alpha Within” course is the ONLY course that provides you with core-lessons
that will be focused on bringing out the best self within you.

At Last I discovered the SECRET to attracting Women
using your TRUE personal strengths in Agreeable
Fashion...
And I'll show you a step-by-step roadmap to achieving success in attracting
women, instead of relying on some goofy pickup methods that encourage you to
fake or act like someone else.
If you want:
 To stop being alone and MASTER the ability to attract women.
 To become a NEW MAN; a new dominant, confident man who also gets
social approval from his peers.
“Alpha Within” is for you. It is the cure all of your problems in attracting
members of the opposite sex.
When you obtain a copy of my system, you are getting not just advice, but you
are getting a truly built HELP SYSTEM that has been designed to expose the
truth behind pickup myths, and bring you into the real world where being
yourself is the greatest attractor of women you could have.

“Alpha Within” provides you with a 3-step process to do this:
 Discover your strengths (something that is unique about yourself)
 Embrace your strength
o Too many guys have hid their strength or have been told by other
“pickup gurus” that their strength is a weakness or something to be
ashamed of.
o I am teaching them to EMBRACE their strength and go back to
their TRUE SELVES.
o By embracing themselves, they bring out TRUE CONFIDENCE
instead of the “fake it until you make it” type of confidence taught
by 99% of the dating gurus out there.
 Demonstrate your strength
o After the 1st two steps, your job is to go out and demonstrate your
strengths and ability to attract women who will like you for who
you TRULY are.
To truly understand and appreciate what “Alpha Within” can do for you, here is a
breakdown of what to expect:































How to unlock your own personal style that best suits you to
attract women
How to gain true & genuine "power confidence" that
comes from within you.
Never have to use difficult "pickup methods" that do not suit
your true personality.
Discover the MAIN 20% of lessons I have learned
that impacted 80% of my success with women! Save
THOUSANDS of dollars by not wasting your hard
earned money, with 99.9% of other pickup methods
that teach you to act like some kind of "pickup artist"
persona.
Learn the one secret KEY to producing BOTH short & long
term attraction.
How to use your personal strengths to dynamically
attract MORE women in your life.
Discover the BIGGEST reason guys fail with other pickup
methods!
Unlock the secret to getting a girl & KEEPING her for
the long term that 99% of pickup artists do not
know!
Discover the true definition of "alpha" and use it to unlock
your personal "alpha" within yourself.
Have a step-by-step roadmap you can use to unleash
your unique strengths, to develop your own personal
style to attract MORE women.
Never have to wonder whether a woman likes you or not
because you will find out the secret to knowing WHEN a
woman likes you within SECONDS!
Don't have to deal with analyzing when a woman
shows you the right signals.
Use this one secret mindset that will INSTANTLY boost your
confidence & success with women like never before!
Have more confidence than 90% of other guys by
applying the "ATA" technique.
How to develop long-term genuine confidence by simply
applying one little technique for just 21 to 30 days.
Discover the one sure-fire method on how to train
your mind to have unstoppable confidence with
women.
How to be confident without even trying!
The 7-Step B-A-M-T-A-S-S method that shows you
the step-by-step process of each of the approach,
attraction, connection, and seduction in detail!
Never have to just go approach a woman without a proven
& tested plan.
Follow my proven & tested BAMTASS method to
attract and seduce women easily and powerfully!
Know how to boost your confidence and have the right
mindset before the approach.
Discover two proven methods to approach women so
they will be MORE open and receptive to you.
Know what one secret thing to do (just ONE time) in order
to set yourself apart from 90% of other guys who bore

Ah, but that is not all, there is more ….




Know about a little technique that will use reverse-psychology to
make the women chase after you.
Discover the most powerful & personal way to attract a



























woman!
How to create a bond with a woman so she will feel like she has
known you forever!
How to set yourself apart from the friend's zone even
though you talk like a friend!
How to take the interaction to the seduction stage and get laid
over and over again with any woman you want!
The "socializer method" that will instantly bring social
proof for you so you will seem like the MOST popular &
wanted guy in the social gathering.
Use the "socializer method" to prevent yourself from getting
rejected by women!
How to eliminate the potential for you to be rejected by
80% by using my secret "socializer method".
How to have the power in the conversation by using the
socializer method.
Get women to instantly be MORE open and more receptive
to you by using my "socializer method" when you
approach and talk to them.
How to discover your "inner why" that will drive you forward
FASTER than anything, to achieve your personal goal to improve
this area of your life.
Use this "inner why" technique to massively improve
more than 99% of other guys who are also studying
pickup and dating.
How to reduce your fear of rejection by discovering your "inner
why".
How I was able to approach over 2,000 women because
of my own "inner why" and how your own "inner why"
can propel you to move forward like an unstoppable &
fearless machine!
The one lesson that differentiated the guys who succeeded and
the guys who failed. Use this and your success with women will
be inevitable!
The one test to know whether you are studying too much
pickup and dating courses.
How to get your "ahhha" moments more often by doing one
simple thing that the top gurus do not want you to know.
Discover how to instantly sky-rocket your success with
women by doing something simple as picking up the
phone.
Discover how to use the "non-doing" mindset to have MORE
success with women.
Find out why majority of guys fail with women and how

you can incorporate the "non-action" mindset to double
or triple your success with women!


And so much more!

Did I wet your appetite yet? It is obvious that “Alpha Within” can do what I
claim it to do and more.
But don’t just take my word for it. Read what some of my customers had to say:





"Great!"
- Karol Kruszyniewicz (Warszawa, Poland)
"Received in excellent condition! Thank you! A+++! 5 stars!"
- Roland Schmidt (Bartlesville, OK)



"Received great information!"
- Thomas Moore (Arlington, TX)



Excellent & good price!"
- Joseph Wills (Socorro, NM)



"Fast delivery and good product. It'll be a pleasure to deal with again."
- Louis M Yerger (Linden, PA)



"Very good product and fast shipping. Always a pleasure to deal with."
- Benjamin Blanchard (Sainte-Marie-des-Champs, France)



"Good service..."
- Francisco Bernal (Landis, NC)



"Great!"
- Tom Giza (Monroeville, PA)



"Fantastic! Fast!"
- Stan Matusiak (Hartford, CT)



"Good price!"
- Raymond East (Queensland, Australia)



"Super...good info...thank you very much!"
- Jose Ramirez (South El Monte, CA)



"Good product"
- Sergio Haro (Los Angeles, CA)



"A MUST for any PU student..."
- Nathan Ritzo (Portsmouth, NH)



"Great! Item exactly as described!"
- Wlater Herrit (El Paso, TX)

You have examined the system and read comments from other users.
Now is the time for you to act. But before you do, you are probably wondering
how much “Alpha Within” will cost.
What if I told you the very low price of the product was only $47.
That’s right. An incredibly low price of $47 is all you have to pay to own this
gem. Considering what others have stated about the product already, what you
are getting is a bargain.
However, even at that low price you may be skeptical about ordering it. What if I
removed all doubt by removing all risk. I will absorb all risk and I will offer you
my…

Rock-Solid, Iron-Clad, No-Risk
100% Money-Back Guarantee!
I will provide you with my 100% money-back guarantee to give you a no-risk
trial to try out the "Alpha Within" course.
If for whatever reason you do not achieve MORE success in your confidence,
identity, and success with women, just let me know within 60 days and I'll fully
refund your money.
That's how confident I am in my system to help you achieve REAL genuine &
lasting success with women. So there's absolutely no risk whatsoever.
There you have it, my iron-clad money-back guarantee. You have everything you
need and then some. But wait, I’m not done.

If you act now, I will also throw in just for you two bonuses with a value of $150
just for trying out “Alpha Within” now.
Bonus #1: "Alpha Within" Exclusive Private Mailing List


You will be listed into the private membership mailing list
EXCLUSIVELY for "Alpha Within" members.



You will receive the best, no-fluff, and most updated dating
secrets for building your own unique and personal identity to
attract more women.



Get additional inside information from an insider of the
underground pickup community who speaks the REAL TRUTH
about attracting women for the long run.
(This is a $47 value.)

Bonus #2: Free 1-Month Email Coaching


1-Month Free Email Coaching! You will get tons of
opportunities to ask any questions and get insider secrets for
attracting women like a true alpha male.



Plus, you will receive personal custom tips for challenges you
face in your current scenario with women.
(This is a $97 value.)

You don’t want to mess up this opportunity, since it comes only once in a
lifetime.
So get out your credit card and…

Secure Your Order and Get $150 Extra Bonuses
FREE
But hold on a second. Before you place your order, I have one more piece of the
puzzle to show you.
Since you are willing to spend $47 to order the BASIC package today, let me
show you how to gain $500 worth of BONUSES, instead of $150, by upgrading to

"Alpha Within" GOLD Membership. It includes everything you just heard, as

well as Bonus #1 and Bonus #2, along with these extras:

Gold Bonus #1: "Alpha Male, Beta Male" eBook & Audio







You will listen to 3-HOURS of audio for the "Alpha Within" BASIC
SYSTEM.
Hear my REAL-LIFE stories of what works & what doesn't work in the real
world.
Get MORE detailed strategies and insider tips to unlock your own
"attraction style" to create MASSIVE attraction women.
Discover how you can have "power confidence" effortlessly from the
inside out!
You will get to hear insider REAL-LIFE & FIELD-TESTED secrets from a
guy who has over 7 FULL YEARS of experience in REAL-LIFE picking up,
approaching, dating, and seducing women!
(This is a $50 value.)

Gold Bonus #2: Free 1-Year Upgrades


You are qualified to get "1-Year upgrades" for my "Alpha Within" products
in this gold member package.



Just simply ask me in email & show me proof that you have purchased
this system before & I'll immediately send you the most updated versions
of these products for free!



That means whenever a new and most updated version comes out within
1 year, you can be the first one to receive them for ABSOLUTELY FREE!
($97 Value)

You can have instant access to all the $599 Gold Bonuses for just a little more if
you order the "Alpha Within" Gold Member Package...

What I am offering you today is a choice of packages you may wish to choose
from. These packages include the following:

Sign up for "Basic Package"
(73-Page "Alpha Within" eBook = $47)

Sign up for "Gold Package"
("Alpha Within" 73-Page eBook & 3-Hour Audio Course = $97)

If you want to learn how to attract the opposite sex and have your way with
women, you better take advantage of the time you have and get your copy now,
before the price goes up.

To your success,

Bruce Min

AlphaWithin.com

P.S. Remember, this course is the ONLY dating course that will help
you discover your OWN personal attraction style that will produce long
term & genuinely lasting success with women! There is NOTHING like
this out there on the market that specifically teaches you how to
unlock your TRUE & BEST self to attract women!
P.P.S. You have my complete 100% money-back guarantee on this
course. If for whatever reason you are not completely satisfied, then
simply let me know and I'll fully refund your money back and we can
part as friends.
P.P.P.S. Please note the price is only $47.00 for TODAY ONLY
(lowest price)! After Midnight
Tuesday, November 25, 2008, the
price will increase to its original price of $67! So click the link below &
order the course right now!

